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I. IDENTIFICATION
Project Title

Suburban Villas in Marrakesh (Villa Marzouka, Villa Mabrouka, Villa Maysoura)

Street Address

Palmerie Road

MARRAKESH

City

Country

MOROCCO

II. PERSONS RESPONSIBLE
A. Architect/Planner

(GDAR) Group for Design and Architectural Research

Name

Mailing Address
City

PO Box 961668

Amman

Postal Code

Jordan

Country
Facsimile

Telephone

+962-6-5532877

Principal Designer

E-mail

11196

+962-6-5524499

tabuhantash@gdargroup.com

Tawfiq Abu-Hantash and Mohammed Khaled Al-Zaghmouri

B. Client
Name

Mr. Anas Sifrioui and Friends

Mailing Address Km 7, Rabat Road, Ain Sebaa
City

Casablanca

Country MOROCCO
Facsimile

+212-522-351968

Postal Code
Telephone +212-522-679900
E-mail m.khalil@groupeaddoha.com

C. Project Affiliates / Consultants
Please list those involved in the project and indicate their roles and areas of responsibility (e.g. engineers, contractors, economists, master
craftsmen, other architects, clients, etc.). Please cite addresses and telephone numbers separately.
Name

Role

Mohammed Khalil

Client Representative

Mohammed Girnawi

Architect of Record (Local Architect)

Hasan Hindawi

Structural Engineer

Riyadh Shaban

MEP Consultant

PATI TOUR, Mr. Jalil Ben Azzouz

Contractor
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III. TIMETABLE
(please specify year and month)
A. Commission

June 2001

B. Design

Commencement

September 2001

Completion

November 2002

C. Construction

Commencement

January 2003

Completion

July 2006

December 2006

D. Occupancy
Remarks, if any:

IV. AREAS AND SURFACES
(please indicate in square metres)
A. Total Site Area

45,000 m2 (Villa Marzouka 25,000 m2, Villa Mabrouka 10,000 m2, Villa Maysoura 10,000 m2)

B. Ground Floor Area

V. Marzouka 2,500 m2 + V. Mabrouka 1,000 m2 + V. Maysoura 750 m2 = 4,250 m2
V. Marzouka 5,500 m2 + V. Mabrouka 2,500 m2 + V. Maysoura 1,500 m2 = 9,500 m2

C. Total Combined Floor Area
including basement(s),ground floor(s) and all upper floors)
Remarks, if any:

V. ECONOMICS
(please specify the amounts in local currencies and provide the equivalents in US dollars. Specify the dates and the rates of exchange
in US dollars at the time.)

Amount in
Local Currency

Amount in
US dollars

A. Total Initial Budget

64,000,000 MAD

8,000,000 US $

B. Cost of Land

25,000,000 MAD

3,125,000 US $

Exchange Rate

1 US $ = 8 MAD

Date

Sep 2003

C. Analysis of Actual Costs

10,000,000 MAD

1,250,000 US $

9,000,000 MAD

1,125,000 US $

D. Total Actual Costs
(without land)

114,000,000 MAD

14,250,000 US $

E. Actual Cost
(per sq. meter)

12,000 MAD / m2

1,500 US $ / m2

1.

Infrastructure

2.

Labour

3.

Materials

4.

Landscaping

5.

Professional Fees

6.

Other

Remarks, if any, on costs:
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VI. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Project consists of three villas for three friends forming a private resort on a 50,000 m2 farm land within the oasis of Marrakech.
A common Entrance to the site has been provided ending in a square where each villa has its own entrance.
The site is part of the traditional oasis of Marrakech. It is full of palm trees which were preserved. Additional palm trees were planted
according to the newly designed outdoor areas.
The sizes of the three villas vary according to the special needs of each owner. The biggest villa is 3500 m2 while the other two are 2500 m2
approximately. Each villa has different kinds of saloons, living spaces, bed suites, guest suites, spa, swimming pools indoor and outdoor,
outdoor sitting areas and lots of landscaped areas.
Each villa is formulated around a central double volume space and consist of 3 floors; the main reception, living dining and guest suites are
at the ground level opening to the surrounding gardens and swimming pool. The first floor for sleeping of the family and the basement level
for fitness and utilities.
The architectural character is derived from different local and regional, urban and rural contexts. The use of colored external surfaces mixed
with rough decorative stone inserts reflects an informal, yet prestigious character which represents the occasional use of those villas as
vacations homes.

VII. MATERIALS, STRUCTURE, AND CONSTRUCTION
The reinforced concrete skeleton of the buildings is a mix of load bearing walls and columns and beams supporting ribbed slabs. For special
spaces, domes and vaults and ribbed arches are used.
External walls are made of either double block work with insulation in between or concrete walls with decorative stone inserts.
Stone was brought from a local nearby mountainous area called Azelal / Beni Mallal in the Atlas Mountains. It is characterized by its high
quality and natural harmonious colors.
Other finishing materials include the use of cement plaster colored to natural earthy pigment taking the Marrakesh sand hues for the
external facades. It was beautifully matched with the natural colors of the stone.
Windows are made of hard wood which is locally produced. Doors are also made of the same wood with decorative motifs. Glass is clear
greenish influenced also by the reflections from the vast amounts of lawns surrounding the buildings.
Internally, Bijmat backed bricks, zelij, gypsum decorative plaster, natural marble, carved wood and local special paint (Tadelakt) with its
beautiful colors are all used to enrich the internal spaces.
Floors are all natural materials including stone, backed bricks (Bijmat) and marble. These are used to fit the usage / atmosphere needs.
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VIII. PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT
The significance of this project comes from the fact that these are vacation homes and not formal residences for the owners. They are built in
Marrakech which is a tourist city where people would like to spend the week ends. The site is special in the sense that it exists within the
extravagant and lavish area which has palaces of famous people, celebrities, artists, designers and musicians who spend their leisure time
there. Moreover, the site has a very unique view of Atlas Mountains which form the background for the oasis especially during winter when
the mountains are covered with snow.
Another dimension for the significance of this project is that the three villas have a homogeneous external architectural character while they
are treated differently from inside. The biggest villa (Dar Marzouka) is designed around a central space which is covered by an electrically
operated wooden dome. When closed the space would serve as an indoor atrium with all the saloons around it open to it. When the dome is
opened the space will become a courtyard. It is a feature that responds to the various weathers one experiences in Marrakech. The house has
a series of saloons. It has the traditional Moroccan saloon, a Syrian Saloon, an antique saloon and a modern saloon. They are all linked to the
central atrium / courtyard space across an arcade which is decorated by the local backed bricks called Bijmat.
The entrance to the house is designed as a castle tower sitting in the middle of water. The door opens down to form a bridge over water. A
huge pool has been designed as a lake with the existing palm trees forming small islands in the pool. Separate guest house, pool house and
a Riyad (arcaded garden) has been placed around the pool making with the big house a sort of a resort.
The second house (Dar Maysourah) has a significant feature which is the entry experience via a bazaar passageway. The owner wanted to
introduce the old town allays as the main feature to his house. One goes through this bazaar with different coverings and different
atmospheres of light and shade in order to enter the house. Along this bazaar one can see the outside gardens through small openings. The
inside of the house was formulated around a central octagonal shaped double volume space covered by a dome. The internal spaces are
decorated using abstract motifs made of wood, Bijmat and plaster.
The third house (Dar Mabroukah) is characterized by the use of traditional handcrafts in its interior decorations. The use of wood, zelij,
colored glass, gypsum carving and traditional Bijmat floorings are used to decorate all the internal surfaces of the house. It also has a central
space with classical staircase leading to the upper floor. This central space is covered with a wooden dome which can be moved electrically
to turn the central space into a courtyard.
The landscaping among the three houses reflects the main spirit which the owners wanted to create for this resort. Stone walls and arches
were built like ruins in order to add a historical dimension to the site. Extensive vegetation characterizes this place which also reflects the
traditional Moroccan gardens especially that famous Majorelle Gardens in Marrakech.
The design takes into account the decorative tradition of Marrakesh not as a second layer to be added-on afterwards, but rather as an
integral part of the design process to join spatial configuration and decorative craftsmanship together in harmony. The tectonic quality of
spaces, masses and structural elements are enhanced by the right choices of decorative materials, colors, textures and patterns. The villas
thus are not a product of foreign forms covered with Moorish style but rather a true configuration of architecture and craftsmanship.
Thanks to the owners of these homes who realized from the beginning that everything in Marrakech is similar and running around the same
idea and image. Few architects there are reproducing the local style in a commercial manner that it is becoming “kitschy”. This led the
owners to hire an architect from a different region who, they believe, would enrich the experiment and by introducing new “genes” to the
local style this would lead to something unique and bring new spirit to the place. The result was successful in the sense that people
appreciated the uniqueness of the villas in terms of its different look yet it introduces a new spirit for the Moorish style.

Please note: The submission of this Record is a prerequisite to candidacy for the Award. All information contained in and submitted
with the Record will be kept strictly confidential until announcement of the Award is made. Subsequently, such material may be made
available by the Aga Khan Award for Architecture and you hereby grant the Aga Khan Award for Architecture a non-exclusive
licence for the duration of the legal term of copyright (and all rights in the nature of copyright) in the Material submitted to reproduce
the Material or licence the reproduction of the same throughout the world.

Name (please print)
Signature

Tawfiq Abu Hantash, Architect, Managing Partner at GDAR
Date 20 Nov 2009
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Project Affiliates Contact List:

- Architect (GDAR):
Tawfiq Abu Hantash
Mohammed Khaled Al-Zaghmouri

+ 962 79 5571167
+ 962 79 5309294

- Client Representative:
Mohammed Khalil

+ 212 66 5746398

- Architect of Record (Local Architect):
Mohammed Girnawi

+ 212 66 1213448

- Engineers:
Hasan Hindawi
Riyad Shaban

+ 962 79 5564478
+ 962 79 5533875

- Contractor:
PATI TOUR, Mr. Jalil Ben Azzouz

+ 212 66 1149987

Suburban Villas

Palmary Road
Marrakesh, Morocco
Architects

Group for Design and
Architectural Research / Tawfiq
Abu Hantash and Mohammed
Khaled Al-Zaghmouri
Amman, Jordan

Clients

Anas Sifrioui and others
Marrakesh, Morocco

Commission

2001

Design

2001 - 2002

Construction

2003 - 2006

Occupancy

2006

Site

50,000 m2

Ground floor

4,250 m2

Total floor

9,500 m2

Costs

14,250,000 USD

Programme

This development of three
weekend villas is sited on
former farmland within
Marrakech’s oasis. A shared
entrance leads to a square
from which each house
can be accessed. Rough
local stone and pigmented
plaster create an informal
but prestigious character in
keeping with the exclusive area.
The homogeneous external
appearance of the three belies
interiors that reflect their
owners’ individual taste. Each is
built over three storeys around
a central double height space
that in two of the villas can be
opened to create a courtyard.
Decorative elements are integral
to the spatial configuration
in accordance with tradition,
resulting in a synergy of
architecture and craftsmanship.

Building Type
2010 Award Cycle

Private Residence
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Image Identification Form
Photographer; (TAH+MKZ@GDAR) Tawfiq Abu Hantash & Mohammed Khaled Zaghmouri at GDAR group

File Name

Description

Photographer

Date

3599-01

Main approach arrival at
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

Main Gate tower
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

Main entrance, gate
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

View towards main house looking
north west
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

View towards main house looking
north from the garden
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

View towards guest house looking
west from the swimming pool
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

3599-02

3599-03

3599-04

3599-05

3599-06

3599-07

3599-08

View towards the link between
main house and guest house north
west from the pool
Marzouka villa
View towards main house side
entrance to the garden
Marzouka villa

3599-09

3599-10

3599-11

3599-12

3599-13

3599-14

3599-15

3599-16

3599-17

View towards main house the
main hall arcade and master
bedroom Terrace looking east
from the garden
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

View from the main hall arcade
into the garden
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

View from the main hall arcade
into the garden
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

View from the garden into the
main house
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

View of the main entrance
connection hall
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

View of the main movable
covered courtyard hall
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

View of the saloons open into the
main courtyard hall
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

View from the main gate tower
into the garden
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

View of the garden
Marzouka villa

3599-18

3599-19

3599-20

3599-21

3599-22

3599-23

3599-24

3599-25

3599-26

View from the main gate tower
into the garden
Marzouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

View of the ceiling of the main
octagonal central hall
Mabrouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

View of the decorative work
within the saloons area
Mabrouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

View of the decorative work of
the main octagonal central hall
Mabrouka villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Nov 03, 2007

View from the roof of Marzouka
villa towards the main pool garden
area looking east
Mabrouka villa
View from the roof of Marzouka
villa towards the main house
looking east
Mabrouka villa
View from the roof of Marzouka
villa towards the main house
Mabrouka villa

View of the main house during
construction looking north from
the arrival area
Mabrouka villa

View from the roof of Marzouka
villa towards the main house and
garden looking south
Maysoura villa

3599-27

3599-28

3599-29

3599-30

3599-31

3599-32

3599-33

View from the roof of Marzouka
villa towards the main house and
garden looking south
Maysoura villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

Sep 11, 2007

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 11, 2005

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

View during construction into the
main entrance passage way
Maysoura villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

View during construction of the
ceiling of the master bedroom
Maysoura villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

View during construction of the
ceiling of the central hall
Maysoura villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

View during construction of the
reception area
Maysoura villa

TAH+MKZ @GDAR

April 10, 2005

View during construction into the
main house looking east
Maysoura villa

View during construction into the
main house looking south from
arrival area
Maysoura villa

